
Hereditary disorders of
surfactant homeostasis cause
acute and chronic lung disease in
infancy
Jeffrey A Whitsett

In this issue of Thorax, Doan et al1 report
the clinical and pathological findings from
nine paediatric patients with severe acute
and chronic lung disease caused by muta-
tions in the ATP-binding cassette A3
protein (ABCA3), a lamellar body-asso-
ciated transport protein expressed selec-
tively in type II epithelial cells in the
alveoli (see page 366). Previous reports
regarding the mutations in ABCA3 were
derived primarily from the analysis of
term infants presenting with severe
respiratory failure in the neonatal per-
iod.2 3 In the study by Doan et al, five of
nine infants had respiratory symptoms at
birth but only one died during the
neonatal period. The others presented
with chronic respiratory signs and symp-
toms at 3 months to 4 years of age,
indicating the marked variability in age
and severity of presentation of this
genetic disease. These infants generally
fail to thrive. Clinical, radiographic and
pulmonary function testing were consis-
tent with diffuse alveolar disease.
Hypoxaemia and pulmonary function
studies indicated severe restrictive lung
disease. Lung pathology was commonly
termed endogenous lipid pneumonia, pul-
monary alveolar proteinosis, desquama-
tive interstitial pneumonitis and non-
specific interstitial pneumonitis. The
variability seen in the clinical presentation
and pathological findings are perhaps
related to age and treatments, as well as
to the mutations inherited by each of the
infants. Only one of the infants has died
from the disorder. Three have received
lung transplants and the others have had
severe but relatively stable interstitial
lung disease, clearly distinguishing this
group of patients with ABCA3 gene-
related lung disease from newborn infants

presenting with fatal respiratory distress
following birth.

ABCA3-related lung disease, like those
caused by mutations in surfactant protein
B (SFTPB) and surfactant protein C
(SFTPC), demonstrate the critical impor-
tance of alveolar type II cell homeostasis
in the pathogenesis of alveolar and inter-
stitial lung disease.2–7 Each of these genes
is expressed selectively in type II alveolar
epithelial cells, the site of surfactant
synthesis. Proteins encoded by each gene
regulate distinct aspects of the surfactant
system, and each mediates distinct intra-
cellular and extracellular activities related
to surfactant function and/or lipid
homeostasis. Together, these genetic
defects in the surfactant system provide
strong support for the concept that
disruption of alveolar epithelial cell func-
tion causes chronic cell injury or cell death
resulting in disturbed surfactant protein
and lipid homeostasis, thus providing a
paradigm for understanding the patho-
genesis of acute and chronic lung diseases
that have previously been considered
idiopathic. It will be of interest to identify
new genes within the pathways regulat-
ing alveolar type II cell function and
surfactant homeostasis as a cause of other
genetic disorders. Likewise, these genes
represent potential proteins whose func-
tions and expression may be altered
secondarily by other inflammatory pro-
cesses leading to acute and chronic lung
disease.

ABCA3 is expressed selectively—but
not specifically—in type II epithelial cells
in the lung where it is detected at high
levels in limiting membranes of lamellar
bodies. Marked disruption of the mor-
phology of lamellar bodies was observed
by ultrastructural studies of tissue from
patients with ABCA3-related lung disease.
Likewise, decreased surfactant lipid con-
tent and abnormal intracellular and extra-
cellular structure of lung lipids were
associated with the disorder, as described
herein and previously, and all consistent
with the proposed role of ABCA3 in lipid

transport.1 2 8–10 Numerous distinct muta-
tions in ABCA3 (a large and complex
gene/protein) have been identified and
associated with severe lung disease. Since
no common mutations have been identi-
fied to date, the genetic diagnosis of
ABCA3 is relatively difficult to make with
certainty unless known mutations are
identified. The present report provides
strong clinical, radiographic and patholo-
gical correlates of ABCA3 deficiency that
should be helpful in considering the
diagnosis of this disorder. A definitive
diagnosis will be helpful in the clinical
management, genetic counselling and
prenatal diagnosis of ABCA3-related dis-
ease. The diversity of age and clinical
presentation of the lung disease associated
with mutations in the ABCA3 gene
suggest that environmental factors and
other inherited genes may strongly influ-
ence the disease.

The study of surfactant homeostasis has
provided ongoing insights into the impor-
tant role of surfactant proteins and lipids
that are required for lung function after
birth. ABCA3 joins a number of other
genes—including solute carrier 34, a phos-
phate transporter recently associated with
pulmonary microlithiasis,11 SFTPB and
SFTPC6 7—as genes encoding proteins cri-
tical for type II alveolar cell function related
to surfactant homeostasis. While these
disorders are generally rare genetic causes
of alveolar and interstitial lung disease,
together they strongly support the critical
role of type II alveolar epithelial cell home-
ostasis that provides the basis for the
pathogenesis of lung diseases in neonates,
infants and, more rarely, in older indivi-
duals. Together, advances in understanding
the role of the surfactant system in the
pathogenesis of acute and chronic lung
disease has rendered the term ‘‘idiopathic’’
pulmonary fibrosis or idiopathic interstitial
lung disease as obsolete for at least a few of
these inherited disorders.
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Use of b blockers in patients with
COPD
David H Au

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) is the leading cause of respira-
tory-related deaths in the USA.1 This
simple and dramatic statistic, however,
does not present the full story. In devel-
oped countries, smoking tobacco is the
principal cause of COPD and also repre-
sents a major risk factor for other condi-
tions such as cardiovascular disease and
lung cancer.2 One question that remains
largely unanswered is how the presence of
COPD modifies the treatment of coexist-
ing illnesses such as cardiovascular dis-
ease. This question is important because
most patients with COPD do not die of
COPD but, as demonstrated by rando-
mised trials and observational studies, the
principal causes of death are most often
listed as cardiovascular-related or lung
cancer-related.3–5 Tension in treatment
decisions often occurs when clinicians
must decide about providing patients
with treatments that are known to
improve outcomes for selected patients
while potentially causing harm in others.
A paradigm for this dilemma is the use of
b blockers in patients with COPD.

Beta blockers are first-line therapy for
patients with cardiovascular disease and
have been shown in randomised clinical
trials to reduce mortality.6–8 The strongest
evidence for the mortality benefit of b

blockers is in myocardial infarction,6–8

ischaemia8 and left ventricular systolic
dysfunction,9 10 but there are a number
of other settings including hyperten-
sion,11–13 tachyarrhythmia,14 perioperative
risk modification15 16 and thyrotoxicosis.17–19

Although there are many potential expla-
nations for the reduction in mortality, the
benefit is clear. Beta blockers, by their effect

on the b adrenoceptor, decrease myocardial
contractility, chronotropic response and
myocardial oxygen demand.20 In the setting
of myocardial ischaemia, these effects
reduce overall myocardial injury.21–23 In
addition, b blockers reduce cardiovascular
mortality based on anti-arrhythmic proper-
ties and the prevention of malignant
arrhythmias.24 25 Although it may seem
reasonable to apply the results of clinical
trials to all individuals with the proper
indication, the results of clinical trials are
generalisable only to those individuals who
would have qualified to participate. For
most clinical trials of cardiovascular dis-
eases and b blockers, participants with
obstructive pulmonary diseases were
excluded.26 This has led to a major gap in
our ability to use randomised evidence to
support the use of these medications in
patients with COPD.

Although last updated some time ago,
the most current American College of
Chest Physicians guidelines for the treat-
ment of systemic hypertension recom-
mend that b blockers are relatively
contraindicated in patients with COPD.
This opinion is consistent with a more
recent review which suggested that these
agents should not be used without careful
examination of the risk and benefits.27

Others, however, suggest that the evi-
dence from short-term randomised stu-
dies and observational studies for the
safety of at least cardioselective b blockers
is growing. Meta-analyses of randomised
studies suggest that cardioselective b

blockers are not associated with decre-
ments in symptoms or in forced expira-
tory volume in 1 s (FEV1).28 Moreover,
there are now several observational stu-
dies that suggest that b blockers may, in
fact, reduce mortality among patients
with COPD.29–32 Given the conflicting
recommendations, how do clinicians
decide what is the correct course of

action? A fair interpretation is that both
groups are neither right nor wrong. There
is simply a paucity of data to address this
question. As a result, clinicians may in
fact use b blockers in patients with COPD
who have appropriate indications, but
they do so significantly less often than
in patients without COPD.

In this issue of Thorax Dransfield et al33

have added to the body of observational
studies by demonstrating that patients
with COPD who received b blockers
during a hospital admission had a sig-
nificant reduction in all-cause mortality
(see page 301). Patients were selected to
participate in the study if they had a
primary diagnosis of COPD or a primary
diagnosis of respiratory failure associated
with a secondary diagnosis of COPD. The
authors identified prescriptions for b

blockers using the hospital billing records
and identified both cardioselective and
non-cardioselective agents. Of the 825
patients identified, 142 (17.2%) had
received a b blocker and 43 (5.2%) died
while in hospital. Patients who had
received b blockers were older, had more
co-morbid illnesses (especially cardiovas-
cular disease), but were similar with
regard to markers of severity of pulmon-
ary disease. In an adjusted model, patients
who received b blockers were nearly 60%
less likely to die in hospital than those
who did not receive b blockers (adjusted
OR 0.39 (95% CI 0.14 to 0.99)). This
estimate was robust to traditional meth-
ods of adjustments including the use of
propensity scores. Although spirometric
data were available for only one-third of
the total cohort, there was no difference
in the overall severity of airflow obstruc-
tion in those who did and did not receive
b blockers.

These results are in general agreement
with previous studies that have shown a
decreased risk of mortality associated
with b blocker use in patients with
COPD.29–32 These previous studies have
focused on patients with COPD who
were discharged after a myocardial infarc-
tion and those patients who were being
treated for hypertension. The current
study by Dransfield et al fits within the
range of existing studies but adds the
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